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Abstract. An automated search with human involvement consisting of two 
stages is given detailed consideration in this paper. In the first stage, a search 
without direct human involvement is implemented. In the second stage, the 
search assumes human involvement. Evaluations of the search operations’ 
effectiveness are presented. These operations are implemented for searching one 
object exclusively among a variety of similar objects. The average number of 
similar objects recommended for further analysis was used as effectiveness 
indicator. A set of numerical evaluation criteria for search effectiveness is 
introduced. The basis of the search block is a pattern recognition algorithm 
characterized by two probabilities: 1) probability of missing a target, and 2) false 
alarm probability. An analytical model of the search block was developed. In this 
paper particular attention is given to the average length of the recommendatory 
list as an effectiveness indicator. Four properties of this indicator were 
determined.  
Keywords: analytical model; false alarm probability; operations research; pattern 
recognition; probability of missing a target; search operations. 
1 0BIntroduction 
Different models of operations research [1] make it possible to implement the 
necessary evaluation of the effectiveness of different operations, including 
search operations. In practice these operations can be implemented in different 
fields. For instance, they can be used in criminalistics for searching a fingerprint 
in a database (DB) of similar fingerprints, in medicine for searching for people 
with similar illnesses, on the internet for searching factographical data in 
response to a user’s enquiry, in the context of search operations on land and at 
sea looking for the image of a lost object, such as a ship or a plane, in a database 
of set images, and other different fields of practical activity. Operations research 
is an important stage in the evaluation of a search operation’s effectiveness and 
decision-making. In analyzing operations, different tasks should be decided. 
Some of these tasks have been reviewed in [2-5]. In some cases, search 
operations are an essential part of a decision making process. Informative search 
[2,4,6,7] plays a great role in information systems. Effective search is very 
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important and is sometimes even critical for information systems where the 
informative search is implemented.  
In this paper, a two-stage automated search, analogous to factographical search 
[4], is considered in detail. In the first stage, the search is implemented, as a rule 
without human involvement. There are no laborious manual operations. The 
search in this stage is usually implemented with the help of software and 
hardware means. These means allow obtaining preliminary search results, for 
example in the form of a recommendatory list (RL). This RL is formed in 
accordance with the practical application of the search means. Let us suppose 
that necessary pattern recognition algorithms [8,9], for example neural network 
algorithms [10-12], are used in this stage. In the second stage, the human 
operator, who is a specialist in the area of application, for instance a criminalist 
or an analyst of pictures from space, joins the search operation. In this stage the 
human operator makes the final decisions about the search results. 
Many papers have been devoted to search problems, for example [2,4-7], 
mentioning only some of them. However, the task of evaluating the 
effectiveness of search operations while taking into consideration the limited 
capabilities of the human operator is not completely covered. The present paper 
partly eliminates this disadvantage. 
In this paper, we introduce an analytical model to determine the effectiveness of 
search operations using probability theory, mathematical statistics and 
mathematical analysis. An analytical model was developed using probability 
theory. Experimental study of the analytical model and processing of the results 
was carried out by methods of mathematical statistics. An analytical study was 
carried out using methods of mathematical analysis.  
Generally, the task of searching in a search system [13-15] is to find required 
information connected with an object that is being looked for. For instance, the 
task of searching in criminalistics is to find an object that is identical to the 
enquiry (OII) among archive system objects with the help of their descriptions 
in the search array and, in case of the object’s detection, to collect necessary 
information about it. Thus, solving crimes or joining criminal cases in searches 
for criminalistic purposes can be achieved as a result of an effective search 
realized by the search block (SB).  
Let us introduce a set of numerical evaluation criteria–also called effectiveness 
indicators–to evaluate search operation effectiveness and to compare different 
variants of SBs. 3 indicators are used for evaluating the effectiveness of search 
operations: 
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Vx – probability of the correct response to the search request; 
Hx – average number of comparison operations implemented by the search 
block;  
Lx – average RL length outputted by the search block for making a final 
decision by the human operator.       
In this research human operator effectiveness (the effectiveness of the person 
who makes the final decisions) was evaluated with the help of the following 
indicator: 
LFL (fixed length) – maximum RL length that the human operator can process 
without errors (in the simplest case – review). 
We note that in practice, the inequality Lx ≤ Lmax should be kept. As a rule, this 
allows preventing errors when the final decisions about the search results are 
made. To obtain an evaluation of the chosen criteria we need a fixed search 
block of the search system. Let us consider this block. 
2 Search Block  
The search system includes: 
Block 1 – the object indexing block; 
Block 2 – the search block; 
Block 3 – the RL processing block; 
Block 5 – the recognition block;  
Block 6 – the archive of objects;  
Block 4 – the search array, for instance, realized as a special database which 
includes object descriptions in the form of search object patterns (SOPs). 
For example, criminal system data or object detection systems that use images 
with the help of neural network patterns recognition algorithms can be used as 
search object. 
The request for the search, which we will call a search enquiry pattern (SIP), 
includes a description with sought object attributes. Information in the SOP and 
SIP can be misrepresented because of different hindrances (noises) or errors 
during the object indexation.  
It is assumed that there are N objects stored in the archive. Each object of the 
archive is located in a place that is uniquely determined by a registration 
number (RN). Only one object can be located in one place. All SOPs are stored 
in the search array of the database in the form of a consecutive linear list. An 
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SIP includes a description of the object that can be stored or can be absent in the 
object’s array. It is assumed that a request with probability Pz can be a 
description of the object that is identical to one of the archive objects, where an 
SOP with probability βn is in n-place (n = 1,2,3,…,N) of the search array. A 
search request in the form of an SIP goes to the pattern recognition block (Block 
5) where the rule of pairwise comparison of the SIP and SOP is applied (for 
instance, using a neural network algorithm). This rule takes possible 
misrepresentations into consideration because of different hindrances (noises) or 
errors (for example, human operator errors).  
 
Figure 1 Search object system. 
Comparison of the SIP and SOP by the search block is realized using a pattern 
recognition algorithm and is characterized by probabilities P1, P2 [4], where: 
1. P1 – probability of correct comparison of two identical objects based on 
their descriptions (where (1-P1) determines the target mission probability); 
2. P2–probability of correct comparison of two non-identical objects based on 
their descriptions (where (1-P2) determines the false alarm probability). 
If the searching block determines the identity of two objects as a result of 
pairwise comparison with the help of the recognition block, the SOP 
registration number is entered into the RL. The total amount of RNs in the RL is 
L units. During comparison with the SIP, search object patterns appear from 
each search array one after another for comparison with the search block. When 
the RL is full or after reviewing the whole search area consisting of N object 
descriptions in the search array, the search block stops searching. This matches 
the full search strategy [4]. The result of the search is the RL, which can be 
empty or can include from 1 to L registration numbers. We consider the length 
of the RL to be the amount of RNs. 
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It is important to consider that a human operator can process (browse) only a 
limited RL with length L ≤ Lmax. There is the possibility of changing the length 
of the RL represented by the search block for the human operator. This 
possibility allows regulating the quality of the human operator’s work. The 
human operator processes only the objects from the RL, which increases the 
effectiveness of the search operation.  
In some search systems the human operator not only processes the RL. For 
example, the human operator can also implement object indexation (SIP and 
SOP formation). During the process of indexation, the human operator can 
make mistakes (errors). As a result, the SIP or SOP that are included in the 
search array can have some indexation errors. These errors can lead to missing 
targets or false alarms. 
Generally, objects whose descriptions go to the input of the search block can be 
described by three groups of attributes. The first and the second groups consist 
of attributes that can be formally described and can be used in the case of 
automated object indexation and comparison (for example, by a neural network 
in the recognition block) with the help of the object descriptions. The first group 
consists of attributes that are resistant to insignificant object misrepresentation. 
The second group consists of attributes that are sensitive to insignificant object 
misrepresentation. An indexation error of these attributes, either by a human 
operator or occurring automatically (for instance, by a neural network) strongly 
depends on the level of object misrepresentation. The third group consists of 
attributes that cannot be formally described and that are used by the human 
operator (a person who makes a decision) in the case of direct object 
comparison during the processing of the RL. A scheme of object classification 
using the descriptions is based on the first group of attributes. With the help of 
the first group, all object descriptions (SOP and SIP) are divided into ‘k’ 
classes, after which the search strategies are implemented. With the help of the 
second group of attributes, the object recognition (comparison) algorithm using 
the SIP and SOP descriptions is created. With the help of this algorithm, the 
search block forms the RL for the human operator. Further, we will assume that 
there are no attributes that are resistant to insignificant object misrepresentation. 
Hence, there is no scheme of object classification. 
The processing of search enquiries is realized as depicted in Figure 1. Special 
means (which are not reviewed here) form the stream of enquiries in the form of 
object enquiries. These object enquiries go to the first block (Block 1) of object 
indexation, where the object description is compiled in the form of an SIP. In 
the simplest case, the SIP includes a list of attribute values that will be used in 
the fifth block (Block 5). As the result of the search, the search block for this 
SIP finds in the search array the object descriptions (i.e. SOP) that are the most 
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similar to the object enquiry (i.e. SIP). The level of ‘similarity’ is determined by 
the comparison (recognition) algorithms of the SOP and SIP. The registration 
numbers of similar objects (i.e. recommended for further analysis) are entered 
into the RL. Because of the limited buffer under the RL, the search stops after 
filling the RL with L registration numbers or after viewing a whole searching 
area, which includes N units of SOPs in the search array. Furthermore, the 
formed RL, the enquiry object and the objects-of-storage, whose registered 
numbers are noted in the RL, are transmitted to the third block (Block 3) for RL 
processing by the human operator. The human operator makes the final decision 
(in the output of the search system) by way of analysis (expertise) and 
comparison of the enquiry object with the objects-of-storage that have been 
compiled in the RL.  
As a result, we can get the response ‘Yes’–the same object exists in the system 
(is identical to the enquiry object) and there is information about this object. We 
can get the response ‘No’–the same object does not exist in the system (is not 
identical to the enquiry object). The response to a search request is transmitted 
to the user who has sent the search enquiry. 
Let us briefly review the human operator’s work on the output of the search 
system (Figure 1) during the technological operation of the RL processing. The 
human operator’s work during the processing of the preliminary search results 
in the form of an RL is usually hard, tense and not ideal. This greatly influences 
the final result of the whole search. The result is the final response to the search 
enquiry. For example, if the enquiry object is placed towards the end of the RL 
and the RL is too long, the human operator may stop processing before reaching 
the end and does not get a correct response to the enquiry. It is important that 
the human operator’s work on the output of the search system takes place at the 
end of the searching operations. The main task for the human operator is to 
process the RL and to form the final response to the enquiry. If the RL is too 
long (consists of many objects that are similar to the enquiry object), the human 
operator will spend too much time and a lot of effort in processing it. What is 
more, the human operator will get very tired. Sometimes there are restrictions in 
the form of deadlines for total processing time (TRL) regardless of the RL length. 
This means that if the RL has an extended length, the human operator has less 
time for processing one object of the RL. It is clear that the longer the RL, the 
more intense and difficult the working process of the human operator (time for 
reviewing the whole RL is limited by a deadline). As a result, the human 
operator can make errors because the RL is too long. These errors lead to 
missing a target (the OII is not given as a response to the enquiry object). 
Further lengthening of the RL, as a rule, leads to many mistakes (errors) in the 
human operator’s work. As a result, we can see full failure in the processing of 
an overly long RL.  
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We assumed that the necessary hardware and software means function without 
errors and the probability of a correct response to the enquiry is determined by 
the probability of a correct response to the enquiry by the search block, P1 and 
P2 characteristics of the pattern recognition algorithm (Block 5), and human 
operator possibilities (L ≤ Lmax). 
This part of the paper demonstrates what kinds of search operations are used in 
criminalistics. For instance, they can be used for searching a similar gun 
cartridge case. Suppose there has been a crime and the offender used a pistol 
(gun). Suppose also that only one cartridge case was found at the crime scene. 
This cartridge case is placed in the criminalistical collection of cartridge cases 
(forensic collection of similar cartridge cases) and then a description of the 
cartridge case is placed in the search array. Suppose there is a suspect. Some 
gun was confiscated from him, as well as a cartridge case from this gun. This 
cartridge case needs to be checked against the forensic collection of cartridge 
cases. There are two kinds of search operations: 1) the search (in a forensic 
collection–archive of objects) for cartridge cases similar to the cartridge case in 
question, which are entered as the enquiry object for the search; 2) the search 
(in a special database–search array) for cartridge case descriptions similar to the 
cartridge case in question, which are entered as the enquiry object for the 
search. We focus on the second kind of search operation, which will be 
evaluated. 
3 Analytical Model of the Search Block 
Different models are known (for instance [16-19]), but as of yet there has been 
no appropriate model for the search block. The necessary researches were 
realized and these enabled some results to be obtained. We will take a set of 
efficiency indicators and formulas for their evaluation as an analytical model. 
Analytical formulas were obtained to evaluate the search effectiveness with the 
help of 3 indicators (Vx, Tx, Lx): 
 ( )1 1 2xV Pz S Pz S= ⋅ + − ⋅ ;  
 ( ){ }1 1 2xT Pz W Pz W t= ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ ; 
 ( )1 1 2xL Pz F Pz F= ⋅ + − ⋅ ; 
where: 
S1 :  probability of the correct response to the enquiry by the search block 
during the search in the area that includes OII; 
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S2 :  probability of the correct response to the enquiry by the search block 
during the search in the area that does not include OII; 
W1  :  average number of SIP and SOP pairwise comparisons during the search 
in the area that includes OII;  
W2  :  average number of SIP and SOP pairwise comparisons during the search 
in the area that does not include OII;  
t  :  average time of one recognition (SIP and SOP comparison); for example, 
working time of a neural network;  
F1  :  average length of the RL during the search in the area that includes OII;  
F2  :  average length of the RL during the search in the area which that not 
include OII.  
We note that if t = 1, the following expression is correct: Tx = Hx.  
An analytical model (formula for Lx) was obtained to evaluate the effectiveness 
of search operations with the help of 3 indicators, F1, F2 and Pz. When 
comparing two possible embodiments of search operations it is best to rely on 
one that has a minimal value Lx. Suppose that there are 2 embodiments of search 
operations and their indicators for Lx: Lx(1) and Lx(2). We used the following 
rules for comparing the metrics to conclude the effectiveness of a search 
operation: 
If Lx(2) > Lx(1), the first embodiment of the search operation is better than the 
second. 
If Lx(1) > Lx(2), the second embodiment of the search operation is better than 
the first. 
If Lx(1) = Lx(2), the first embodiment of the search operation is equivalent to the 
second. 
A similar rule was used for the F2 indicator. 
What is more, if Pz ≈ 0, the average length of the RL given by the search block 
for the human operator (person who makes the final decision) is Lx ≈ F2.  
Let us briefly consider a space of elementary events [20]. 
To get the Vx evaluation–the probability of the correct response to the enquiry–
the Ω space is introduced. The elementary events are responses of the search 
block to the enquiry. The Ω space of elementary events is divided into 2 disjoint 
spaces–D and E. The events of the correct response of the search block to the 
enquiry match the D space. The events of the incorrect response of the search 
block to the enquiry match the E space. This allows us to calculate the 
probability of appearance of at least 1 event in the D space. This probability will 
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be taken as the probability of the correct response of the search block to the 
enquiry. Analogously, we will obtain that V0 is the probability of the appearance 
of at least 1 event in the E space. This probability will be taken as the 
probability of incorrect response of the search block to the enquiry.     
The events in the Ω space should be a full group of events. This means that the 
probability of the appearance of at least 1 event in the Ω space should be equal 
to 1, i.e. Vx + V0 ≡ 1. 
For S1 probability, the D space can be determined in different ways in 
accordance with practical applications. Let us consider only one of them. This D 
space consists of events in which the RN of the identical object is entered into 
the RL. Moreover, from 1 to (L-1) object registration numbers can be entered 
into the RL but they are not identical to the enquiry object.  
For S2 probability, the D space can be also determined in different ways in 
accordance with practical applications. We will consider only one of them. This 
D space consists of events in which from 1 to L registration numbers that are 
not identical to the enquiry object are entered into the RL. 
Elementary events in the Ω space for Lx are entered analogously. 
Following the monograph [20] we denote: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 ... 1 !
1 2 ... 1 ! !
n n n n r n
r r r r n r
⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − + 
= =  ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − 
,    where ( )! 1 ... 2 1n n n= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . 
The following analytical expressions for F1 and F2 probabilities were obtained to 
evaluate effectiveness: 
 1 2 1 21 ( , , , ,β ) nF F N P P L F F= = + , 
 
( ) [ ]{ }1 1 2 1 2
1
β 1 ( 1, , ) 1 ( 1, , 1)
L
n
n
F P L N P L P L N P L
=
= − ⋅ − + + − −∑ , 
 
( ) ( )
1 1
1 1
2 2 2 2 2
1 0
1 1
β 1 1
N n L
s in s n i
n i
n L s L i
n n
F P P L P P Q
s i
− −
− − − −
= + = =
  −   −     = − ⋅ + − ⋅       
        
∑ ∑ ∑ , 
 ( ){ } { }1 2 1 21 ( , , ) ( , , 1 ) 1iQ P L N n P L i i P L N n P L i i= − − − + + − − − + + ; 
 
( ) ( )
1
2 2 2 2 2
0
2 ( , , ) 1 1
L N
m mN m N m
m m L
N N
F L N P L P P m P P L
m m
−
− −
= =
      
= = − + −      
      
∑ ∑ . 
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This analytical model was used for two forensic cases: 1) cartridge cases of a 
gun; 2) forged documents and banknotes. In the first case, the analytical model 
was used to evaluate the effectiveness of search operations for objects–i.e. 
cartridge cases of a gun. The model allowed us to estimate the F2 rate at known 
values of L, N and P2. Then we found that S = 5 forensic experts are enough for 
effective RL processing. In the second case, the analytical model was used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of search operations for objects–i.e. forged 
documents and banknotes. The model allowed us to estimate the P2 rate at 
known values of L, N and a < F2 < b, where the boundaries of a and b were 
known. 
4 Model Research 
It was proved that the functions 1 1 2( , , , ,β ) nF F N P P L=  and 2 2( , , )F L N P L=  
have the following important properties. 
Property 1 
2
2 2
2
0 if 1;
( , , ) if 0;
(1 ) if .
P
L N P L L P
N P L N
=
= =
 − =
 
Property 2 
Function value 2( , , )L N P L  does not decrease if N, (1-P2) or L increases.  
Property 3 
For 1 2( , , , ,β ) nF N P P L  the following decompositions are correct: 
{ } ( )1 2 1 2 1 2( , , , ,β ) ( 1, , 1) 1 1 ( 1, , ),nF N P P L P L N P L P L N P L= − − + + − ⋅ −  
[ ]{ }1 2 2 1 2 2 2( , , , ,β ) ( , , ) 1 1 ( 1, , 1) ( 1, , ) .nF N P P L L N P L P P L N P L L N P L= + + − + − − − −  
Property 4 
For any δ ≥ 0, if N, L, P2 are given, parameter E* exists and with the help of this 
parameter *2 2( , , , ) ( , , )δL N P L E L N P L− ≤  is implemented, where:   
( ) ( )
1
2 2 2 2 2
0
( , , , ) 1 1 .
L E
m mN m N m
m m L
N N
L N P L E P P m P P L
m m
−
− −
= =
      
= − + −      
      
∑ ∑  
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For concrete practical applications the necessary concrete E* evaluation for 
2( , , , )L N P L E  can be successfully implemented. 
For chosen indicators of effectiveness, instrumental software tools for modeling 
and searching operations research were developed. For some algorithms, their 
hardware implementation was developed. These means allow us to take the 
human operator into consideration and evaluate the recognition algorithm’s 
influence on the effectiveness of the search block. 
As a result of our researches, it was determined that F2 changed when L, N, and 
P2 changed. A small part of the results from these researches, for different L, N, 
and P2, are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1 Example of Effectiveness, if N = 1000 and P2 = 0.7. 
Indicators of 
effectiveness Effectiveness indicator values 
L 20 100 200 250 400 450 480 500 1000 
F2 20 100 200 250 300 300 300 300 300 
Table 2 Example of Effectiveness, if N = 1000 and P2 = 0.75. 
Indicators of 
effectiveness Effectiveness indicator values 
L 50 200 220 230 265 290 300 500 700 1000 
F2 50 200 220 230 249 250 250 250 250 250 
According to Table 1, if P2 = 0.7, N = 1000 (N – the number of SOP), and 
L = 480 (L – maximum length of the RL), the length of the RL of the search 
block is F2 = 300. Analogously, according to Table 2, if P2 = 0.75, N = 1000, 
and L = 700, the length of the RL of the search block is F2 = 250. This result is 
completely coordinated with Property 1: 
 2 2( , , ) (1 ) ifL N P L N P L N≈ − ≈  
or 
 2( , , ) 1000(1 0.7) 300 if 480,L N P L L≈ − = ≈  
 2( , , ) 1000(1 0.75) 250 if 700.L N P L L≈ − = ≈  
During the investigation of the average RL length, particular attention was 
given to the function L(N, P2, L) because, in accordance with Property 3, we can 
get the function 1 1 2( , , , ,β ) nF F N P P L=  through this function.  
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Analysis of the dependence 2 2( , , )F L N P L=  on L and N, if the value of P2 is 
fixed, shows the following. 
1.  If L = N → ( )2 2( , , ) 1L N P L N P≈ ⋅ −  (this result is completely coordinated 
with Property 1).  
2.  If P2 ≈ 1 → L(N,P2,L) ≈ 0 (this result is completely coordinated with 
Property 1). 
3.  If P2 ≈ 0 → F2 = L(N,P2,L) dependence on L is close to a straight line with a 
slope of 45º, i.e. 2( , , )L N P L L≈  (this result is completely coordinated with 
Property 1). 
4.  If P2 increases or L decreases → function 2( , , )L N P L  decreases (this result 
does not contradict Property 2). 
Analysis of the dependence F2 = L(N,P2,L) on L and N, if the values of P2  and L 
are fixed, shows the following. 
1.  If N increases → the average length of the RL increases as well (this fact is 
coordinated with Property 2). 
2.  If N→∞  → the value of function L(N,P2,L) tends to L. 
The results of the numerical researches completely confirmed the findings of 
the theoretical researches for the properties of the function L(N,P2,L). The 
implemented research allowed creation of a model for evaluating the average 
RL length and suggested an approach for the acceleration of these calculations 
(Property 4) if the accuracy of the calculations was set. 
5 Experimental Test for the Model 
Because F1 can be obtained through F2, the received evaluations were 
experimentally tested for the F2 indicator of effectiveness. To implement the 
experimental research, special computer programs were successfully created 
and used. The experiment confirmed the received evaluation of the F2 indicator. 
Several results of this important experimental test can be seen in Table 3. 
Table 3 Experimental Test. 
Deviation from F2 (%) Proportions of observation cases (%) 
± 5 82 
±10 91 
±15 96 
±20 98 
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Table 3 displays the proportions of observation cases (%) of deviation value, 
which was experimentally measured during the theoretical calculation of F2. We 
can see that the relative difference of theoretical values of effectiveness 
indicator F2 and experimentally measured values for real data did not exceed 
15%. We can see this in 96% of cases. Thus, it can be assumed that generally 
(in 80% of cases), calculation results are equal to F2 acceptable practical 
accuracy (about 5%). 
6 Practical Usage of the Model 
Two stages of evaluating the effectiveness of the human operator and the search 
block were implemented for successful usage of the created analytical model. 
In the first stage, evaluation of the operator’s experimental effectiveness was 
implemented. To do the research, special software was developed, simulating a 
real search system working in RL view mode, operated by an expert getting the 
object from the RL and the object enquiry. A decision about their identity was 
made by the expert with the help of pressing one of two keys. One key was 
equal to the expert’s decision about the object’s identity, the other key was 
equal to the expert’s decision about their non-identity. Moreover, there was an 
opportunity to automatically fix a case of failure when the expert had 
insufficient time to take a decision and fix objects that were not processed. In 
the first series of experiments, each of Nϕ objects was presented for an equal 
period τ. In the second series of experiments, the total time (TRL) necessary for 
viewing Nϕ objects (RL processing with Nϕ length) was fixed. All experts’ 
responses were automatically fixed and checked. The probability of the expert’s 
work being correct was evaluated in the experiments as PE = (1 – NE/Nφ), where 
NE represents the total number of objects viewed by the expert.  
The results of experiments with the expert’s work on the output of the search 
system during RL processing are presented in Figure 2. In this figure we can see 
the dependency of the PE probability on length L of the RL. For 7 fixed RL 
length values (L), the experimental values for evaluation of the frequency 
probability PE for the expert were obtained, and piecewise linear approximation 
of missing values was implemented, as shown in Figure 2. This approximation 
means the following: if two of the nearest experimentally measured values of 
the PE probability are known, all other intermediate values between two 
experimental values are accepted as identical and equal to one of two of these 
measured values that is the worst (in our case, the lowest) of these two values. 
This allows the maximum length of the RL to be chosen reasonably with the 
help of such graphs in future. This maximum length guarantees the provision of 
a preset mode for the expert’s work.    
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In the first series of experiments, Nφ = 1000 and τ accepts discrete values. The 
results showed that, when the time used for processing one object was fixed, the 
probability of the expert’s work being correct decreased when the length of the 
RL increased.  
In the second series of experiments, TPL was set but was not changed, and the 
amount of objects Nφ took values from 1 to 1000. The expert mode was the 
following: the whole RL with length Nϕ was presented to the expert. The total 
time TRL for RL processing was limited. When time TRL ran out, objects for 
which the expert had not made a decision were fixed as errors. All responses of 
the expert were analyzed and all the expert’s errors were counted. The results of 
the second series of experiments confirmed the results of the first series of 
experiments. When the time necessary for processing the whole RL was fixed, 
the probability of the expert’s work being correct decreased when the length of 
the RL increased. Note that the results of the individual experiments with real 
experts and a real object archive confirmed the results previously obtained. 
(These experiments were analogous to those that were done in the second series 
but without using the software simulating the search system in RL processing 
mode.) Moreover, an evaluation of the average time for processing one object 
without errors was obtained.  
The accounting of real experts’ characteristics (and modes of their work) can be 
realized with the help of Figure 2 in the following way: for probability set P0 
with the help of the graph (Figure 2), L(i)max (maximum length of the RL for 
expert i) and Lmax (maximum RL length considering all experts):     
 ( ){ }max maxmini JL L i∈= . 
Furthermore, Lx (the average length of the RL given to the expert) is determined 
with the help of modeling, for example, with the help of the analytical model. If 
Lmax ˃˃ L(i)max, expert i works portions on the average L(i)max objects, or some 
experts process the RL, the length of which is equal to Lx. After each portion the 
expert has a rest, restoring his effectiveness. If Lmax = L(i)max, expert i on the 
average has a rest after processing the succeeding RL. 
Another way of accounting is also possible. After defining Lmax (maximum 
length of the RL) for TRL (set time) and PE (probability) with the help of Figure 
2, the modeling of the search system is implemented for providing its 
effectiveness by way of changing or selecting variable parameters–for example, 
by changing L. N is the number of SOP notations in the search array. So, the 
possible range of L, 1 ≤ L ≤ N in this case, can be reduced greatly to 
1 ≤ L ≤ Lmax ≤ N (if Lmax is known). Thus, if the effectiveness of the search block 
is provided by way of selecting variable parameters (in the case of 
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1 ≤ L ≤ Lmax ≤ N), the characteristics of the expert will be simultaneously 
considered (the length of the RL is not more than Lmax and will be given to the 
expert). The first way of characteristics accounting was chosen for an 
experiment with a real expert, and it was assumed that Lmax = 25.  
 
Figure 2 Dependency between PE and L. 
In the second stage, the developed analytical model was practically 
implemented for evaluation Lx of the process of a criminologist working in a 
police department (for example, in the process of working with rifle cartridge 
cases). The effectiveness of an automated search for the criminalistical 
collection of cartridge cases that were confiscated from unsolved crimes scenes 
was obtained. A cartridge case was the object of enquiry for the search. 
Searching means were implemented and the search for cartridge case 
descriptions similar to those of the cartridge case in question were input as the 
enquiry for the search.  
It was found that Pz ≈ 0. Hence, we can suppose that Lx ≈ F2. As a result, the 
search means gave the RL, which included indication numbers of similar 
cartridge cases from 0 to L from the collection (from the object archive). 
Furthermore, this list was processed by one or several experts. For the search 
block the evaluation of the average RL length (Lx) with the numbers of cartridge 
cases that were similar to the enquiry object, was successfully implemented. 
In Table 4 we can see the necessary evaluation of the recognition algorithm for 
P2 = 0.87 with the help of a collection consisting of 950 cartridge cases. 
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Table 4 Evaluation of Effectiveness for N = 950, P2 = 0.87. 
L Lx 
1 1 
5 5 
30 30 
70 70 
93 92.99 
98 97.98 
104 103.89 
108 107.72 
110 109.56 
115 113.83 
117 115.35 
120 117.40 
122 118.58 
126 120.48 
130 121.80 
135 122.77 
140 123.23 
145 123.41 
150 123.48 
155 123.5 
160 123.5 
161…950 123.5 
In Table 4 we can see that if L ˃ 160, the specific saturation of Lx for the search 
block occurred (this is not expedient to increasing parameter L over 140; 
because saturation occurred, Lx did not increase). Table 4 shows that if L = 150 
the average length of the RL was Lx ≈ 123.5  
In Figure 3 we can see the correlation (dependency) between Lx and L (Lx 
depends on L). In this scheme we can select 3 sectors: 
1. I → almost linear increasing correlation (dependency), Lx = L; 
2. II → non-linear increasing correlation (dependency), Lx = f(L); 
3. III → almost linear non-increasing correlation (dependency), Lx = N(1-P2). 
This result is completely coordinated with Properties 1, 2. 
Knowing the characteristics of each expert (for example, average time for 
processing one cartridge case from the RL and the Lx parameter evaluation in 
the developed model), the necessary number of experts for this RL processing 
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was evaluated. In the first stage, it was determined that Lmax = 25. Following the 
monograph [21], let’s introduce some designations: 
⋅    – the smallest integer greater than or equal to a number. 
Then the rough evaluation necessary for the expert is:  
 
max
123.5 4.94 5
25
xLS
L
   = ≈ = =       
, 
where y    – the smallest integer such that y y≤    .  As a result, we find that 
S = 5 experts are enough for effective RL processing. 
 
Figure 3 Dependence Lx ≈ L(N,P2,L), if Pz ≈ 0. 
7 Conclusion 
As the result of this research, an analytical model allowing the evaluation of the 
average RL length was developed. Investigation of this model was 
implemented. Validation of the model (check of the model’s adequacy) with the 
help of experimental data was implemented as well. The properties of an 
important indicator of effectiveness–the average RL length given by the search 
block for the human operator–were explored. This allowed a reasonable 
analysis of the effectiveness of the search implemented by the search block, 
which is particularly important for providing information safety in 
criminalistics. 
The necessary software, allowing the evaluation of a search’s effectiveness 
before realization of search operations, was created for developers of search 
blocks. The main characteristics of the human operator and the pattern 
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recognition algorithm were taken into consideration. The obtained results can be 
used by support systems for making decisions in criminalistics.  
We plan to obtain and explore two remaining evaluations of effectiveness in the 
future. They are: 
1. Vx  →  probability of the correct response to the enquiry of the search;   
2. Hx → average number of comparison operations implemented by the search 
block.  
For these indicators of effectiveness, formulas needed for the evaluation of 
these indicators, will be offered. The validation of the analytical model (check 
of adequacy of the analytical model) with the help of two of these indicators 
will be controlled. Implementation of necessary experimental investigations of 
this model and the real search block is planned. It is expected that usage of this 
model will provide positive results during the realization of information search 
systems.    
8 Nomenclature 
DB  :  database 
RL  :  recommendatory list 
OII  :  object that is identical to the enquiry 
SB  :  search block 
SOP  :  search object pattern 
SIP  :  search enquiry pattern 
RN  :  registration number 
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